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Abstract

Multiphysics and multiscale modelling and simulation (MMS) is an emerging trend for the analysis and design of complex systems in many domains. As a result, there are an overwhelmingly large number of MMS software frameworks in the literature and market, while a comprehensive account of these is apparently missing. This paper presents an annotated bibliography of MMS software frameworks. A thorough bibliographic search in Scopus has been done, to find out the candidates in physical sciences, published from 2000 onwards. Further cross-references have been investigated to achieve a better coverage. The frameworks have been categorized according to their application areas, and annotated with respect to their main features regarding software integration/extension/coupling.

1 Introduction

Numerical simulations have been used in industry and academia for a few decades as a computational paradigm for research and development. Recently, and notably after the 2000s, it has become increasingly important that knowledge about various physical phenomena involving distinct space/time scales and scientific disciplines are integrated in an efficient way to promote further advancement [1]. This integrative paradigm is called multiscale/multiphysics modelling and simulation (MMS). It is a general paradigm that applies to many domains in physical sciences involving modelling and simulation, such as engineering, material science, physics, astronomy and environment [2].

Objective. The purpose of this study is to answer the following questions:
1. Which MMS software frameworks exist in the literature and market?
2. What main software engineering mechanisms do they employ to allow integration/extension/coupling, expressed briefly?

Related work. There are an overwhelmingly large number of MMS software frameworks in the literature and market, whether developed by small academic groups, open communities or commercial institutions. Several listings of these frameworks are presented
within the individual papers of the frameworks as related work [3, 4, 5], and in a couple of survey papers [2, 6, 7, 8]. To our best knowledge, there has not been a comprehensive bibliography of these tools in the literature.

2 Method and Results

In this section, we briefly explain our method and results. Our method in principle combines Systematic Literature Review (SLR) [9], which involves a database search as a first step, and snowballing [10], which involves inspecting the selected papers’ references and external secondary sources as a second step.

Search process  Following the SLR method, we used a bibliographic search as the first step. We preferred the Scopus database because of its wide coverage of items in various scientific areas and powerful search interface. In general we aimed to reduce the number of articles to consider, while maintaining a good set of articles as the starting point. We used the Advanced Search facility of Scopus to identify potential articles that:

1. have explicitly ‘multiphysics’, ‘multi-physics’, ‘multiscale’ or ‘multi-scale’ in their title, abstract or keywords,
2. have explicitly ‘modeling’, ‘modelling’ or ‘simulation’ in their title, abstract or keywords,
3. have ‘framework’, ‘platform’, ‘environment’, ‘toolkit’, ‘integration’, ‘coupling’ or ‘coupler’ in their title, abstract or keywords,
4. are published from 2000 onwards, and
5. are in the subject area of physical sciences as defined by Scopus.

This search, performed on 16.02.2015, resulted in 6000+ items. As a next step to further narrow down the scope, we filtered out the articles with less than 0.5 citations per year. We treated the publications of the last two years (2013 onwards) differently; we included them all regardless of their citation count. With this filter we obtained 4000+ items, which arguably contain (relatively) more prominent articles for our consideration.

Selection criteria. We did a cross-reading of the titles and abstracts of the selected items to identify a second set of better candidates to examine closer. This activity in turn resulted in 400+ items. We performed a detailed examination, to ensure that article presents software that:

1. is a software framework, rather than a conceptual or mathematical framework,
2. explicitly involves modelling and simulation, and
3. explicitly promotes features of a framework, e.g. extension/extendability, integration, interoperability, coupling, modularity, genericness or reuse.
We deliberately excluded the software that e.g. fulfil only two out of three. Among the excluded are commercial tools, which most typically are closed source and monolithic. The first SLR part of our work resulted in 100+ items to be included in our bibliography.

**Snowballing.** For each selected item, we consulted the main article of interest, plus additional resources such as the software website, repository, secondary publications, etc. Finally we checked the references in the related work sections of these articles, and consulted a few additional resources (literature, websites, etc.), to further identify relevant frameworks for our bibliography. As a result of this snowballing activity, we could identify an additional 40+ items, which we added in the bibliography.

**Final results and annotations.** Eventually, we collected 140+ items, namely MMS software frameworks and important related technologies such as domain specific languages and ontologies. We examined all the relevant material (publications, websites, etc.) for each individual framework, to identify the main mechanisms used for software integration/extension/coupling. This information was documented in the extensive bibliography in the form of annotations below each reference.

The full list of references at the end of this paper are organized according to the subject area categorization provided by Scopus where possible, or assigned by us after manual inspection. The final categories we chose are: engineering (also including computer science/software engineering/mathematics/multidisciplinary, because those areas tend to generic computational frameworks applicable to many areas of engineering as well), physics and astronomy, earth and environmental sciences (merging earth and planetary sciences with engineering), energy, chemistry/chemical engineering, material science, and life/health sciences. Note that although we deliberately excluded life/health sciences from our bibliographic search (i.e. we restricted our search to physical sciences only), we found many of those listed in other domains as well, because of their multidisciplinary nature.

**Threats to Validity** The elements of our literature survey has some natural threats to validity: restricting the literature search to Scopus database only, the limited selection of search keywords and the elimination of the least cited group of articles might all lead to the possible exclusion of MMS frameworks. This shortcoming is partly remedied by the snowballing where we track the references and external sources to identify more frameworks. Furthermore, the huge amount of manual work done might include subjectivity or erroneous judgement. There is no feasible automated solution for this, but this study could be further supported by empirical studies such as surveys and questionnaires to increase the coverage and quality.

### 3 Conclusion

In this paper we report an extensive survey that we conducted on MMS software frameworks. After a rigorous search, we discovered a significantly large number of those, and
listed them in an annotated bibliography. We annotated the frameworks regarding their main mechanisms for software integration/extension/coupling. Detailed analysis and discussion of the results is out of scope for this paper, and left as future work.
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Frameworks in Engineering, Mathematics and Computer Science


Presents a Coupler for High-Performance Integrated Multi-Physics Simulations library (CHIMPS), a code coupling environment to facilitate the setup and execution of large-scale integrated simulations, from Stanford University. It relies on a Fortran or Python driver script that orchestrates codes through a common API.


Presents an integration approach using SIMULIA Co-Simulation Engine (CSE), a software framework that allows the coupling of multiple simulation domains by coupling solvers in a synchronized manner. CSE allows a flexible C interface to bind C, C++ and Fortran codes, and possesses a runtime environment to orchestrate/synchronize the co-simulation.


Presents an integrated framework for multiscale and multiphysics modeling of Organic Light Emitting Diodes (OLEDs), from Kintech Lab. It adopts a data-centric approach with data port I/O specification for modules to be used in the workflow editor and data conversion with JavaScript.

Presents SMAC (SMArt systems Co-design), a flexible platform for multiscale electronics device modeling. It allows modeling sub-systems in different levels (e.g. using VHDL, Verilog-A, Matlab) that are linked to their C++ implementations, which can be abstracted/refined/integrated.


Presents the Multiscale Coupling Library and Environment (MUSCLE 2), a portable framework for multiscale modeling and simulation, developed within the EU MAPPER project. It allows the integration of Java, C/C++, Python, Matlab and Scala code in a component-based architecture. Configuration of the coupling is done in Ruby based on CxA formalism via various mechanisms such as MPI.


Presents the multiphysics capabilities of PETSc (The Portable, Extensible Toolkit for Scientific computing). PetSc has a flexible architecture, with interfaces with C, C++, Fortran 77/90, Python, and MATLAB codes and MPI-based communication.


Presents XMSF (Extensible Modeling and Simulation Framework), a service-oriented framework for multi-application simulations. It promotes Web Services and XML, and complies with several standards such as HLA.


Presents the Coupling Description Language, a visual domain-specific language for model coupling, from University of Oregon. It allows the description of model interactions based on high level Potential Coupling Interfaces, and interoperability of models independent of the source code.

Presents the Common Component Architecture (CCA), a component model for interoperability among scientific software. It can be considered as a domain-specific variant of CORBA for scientific computing. Several concrete implementations include CCaffeine and XCAT.


Presents the Distributed Coupling Toolkit (DCT), a coupling framework for high performance computing simulations. It provides a distributed communication protocol based on the producer/consumer model and data transformations for interoperability.


Presents a code integration framework for multiphysics simulation, from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. It proposes a system built on top of Charm++ framework as the communication/load balancing infrastructure, and annotating code with Code Description and Orchestration Description for (possibly automatic) translation into the framework.


Presents a dynamic data-driven application simulation framework (DDDAS) for multiscale transport problems. It adopts a data-centric approach, providing a distributed data management system to integrate.


Presents FEniCS project, a free software project for the automation of computational mathematical modeling. It contains a mathematical
description language (Unified Form Language) for computational modeling, and compiles it into optimal C++ code via its Dolfin module, interoperable with a number of external software.


Presents Multiscale Modeling Language (MML) i.e. a description language aiming at specifying the architecture of a multiscale simulation program. It allows a graphical or XML-based textual representation of multiscale models.


Presents WALBERLA (widely applicable Lattice-Boltzmann from Erlangen), an object-oriented framework for multiphysics simulations, from Friedrich-Alexander-Universität Erlangen-Nürnberg. Written in C++, it relies on a modular architecture with an extendible class hierarchy, and MPI-based communication for integration of simulation codes.


Presents Nmag, a flexible finite element micromagnetic simulation package developed at University of Southampton. It is written in Python and connects natively with Nsim simulation library, which in turn interacts with external tools (i.e. PETSc) through an Objective CAML interface.


Presents JULIUS SimServer, an integration platform for multiphysics aeroelastic simulations, from Stanford University. Written in C++, it has a modular object-oriented architecture with MPI-based communication.


Presents an extension of the large-scale atomistic/molecular massively parallel simulator (LAMMPS), an atomistic simulation software, from
Sandia National Laboratories. Written in C++, LAMMPS and its extension allows integration with other codes via its (hereby extended) library interface and a Python wrapper.


Presents preCICE(Precise Code Interaction Coupling Environment), a open-source general-purpose multiphysics coupling tool, from Technische Universitaet Muenchen. It relies on black-box wrapping of existing tools, data mapping and MPI-based communication for interoperability.


Presents Overture, an object-oriented environment for solving multigrid partial differential equations, from Los Alamos National Laboratories. Written in C++, it relies on a rich class hierarchy and overloaded operators for extension by non-programmers.


Presents Trilinos, an open source object-oriented framework for the solution of large-scale, complex multiphysics engineering and scientific problems, developed by Sandia National Laboratory and a large open community. It promotes the interoperability between existing software and uses software engineering practices for the development of new scientific packages; maintaining modularity on the level of individual packages written in C++.


Presents High Level Architecture (HLA) Evolved, an extension to the IEEE 1516 standard for distributed simulations. In addition to the original features of object models and run-time infrastructure middleware, HLA Evolved adds XML/XMLSchema support, Web Services support, enhanced modularity and many more.

Presents CxA (Complex Automata), a formalism for modeling complex multiscale systems, from University of Amsterdam.


Presents Structured Adaptive Mesh Refinement Application Infrastructure (SAMRAI), an object-oriented framework for parallel structured adaptive mesh refinement for large-scale multiphysics problems, from Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. It is written in C++ and facilitates object-oriented design patterns to achieve flexibility and extendibility in terms of new applications.


Presents GasTurbnLab, a multidisciplinary problem solving environment for gas turbine engine design, from Purdue University. It has an agent-based architecture, where legacy code in Fortran,C can be wrapped as Java objects with well defined interfaces, collaborating via the agent middleware Grasshopper.


Presents OpenFOAM, an open-source object-oriented framework for computational fluid dynamics, from OpenFOAM Foundation. Written in C++, it has a modular and extendible object-oriented architecture, easy for integrating new code into the framework. It has also features like dynamic linking and symbolic description of equations to promote flexibility. It supports a wide range of (commercial) data formats via built-in converters.

Presents Roccom, an object-oriented software integration framework for rocket simulation, from University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Written in C++, it has an object-oriented architecture, and emulates some component-based mechanisms such as interface definition and runtime bindings to support interoperability with Fortran90 and C++ simulation code. It is a central part of the Illinois Rocstar suite.


Presents MpCCI (mesh-based parallel code coupling interface), a commercial framework for the coupling of different simulation codes, from Fraunhofer SCAI. Written in C++, it allows the integration of C++ simulation code natively, and C/Fortran code through an interface; using MPI to connect the codes orchestrated by a central coupling server. MpCCI further provides interfaces to with many popular simulation tools such as Abaqus, Matlab and OpenFOAM.


Presents CoolFluid (Computational Object-Oriented Library for Fluid Dynamics), an open object-oriented framework for multi-physics simulations, from von Karman Institute. Written in C++ with a Python interface, it has a plug-in system where objects are self-registered and self-configured, i.e. a component-based architecture, and applies many design patterns to promote extendibility. It further includes a domain specific embedded language for describing finite element simulations.


Presents VPNET, a co-simulation framework for power systems and communication networks, from RWTH Aachen and University of South Carolina. It couples the Virtual Test Bed framework via its COM interface to OPNET simulator via inter-process interface IPC).

Presents a component-based approach for coupling multiscale simulations, from Technische Universität Braunschweig. It has a component-based architecture based on Component Template Library, which provides the standard component model and communication infrastructure.


Presents a data-driven environment for multiphysics applications (DDEMA) as a multidisciplinary problem solving environment, from Purdue University and other institutions. It aims to develop an agent-based system as middleware to integrate legacy codes and real time data sources (e.g. sensors).


Presents a multiphysics simulation of microelectromechanical systems (MEMS) on the open source framework Qucs (Quite Universal Circuit Simulator). It proposes a model-based approach on hierarchical modeling in Verilog-A, and code generation in C++ for integration.


Presents an object-oriented framework for numerical analysis of multi-physics applications, from US Army Research Laboratory. Written in Fortran 2003, it relies on a modular object-oriented hierarchy for flexibility.


Presents POOMA (Parallel Object-Oriented Methods and Applications), a multidomain framework for parallel simulations, from U.S. Department of Energy. Written in C++, it relies on a modular layered class hierarchy and object-oriented mechanisms for flexibility and extension.


Presents Stanford University Unstructured (SU²), an open-source integrated computational environment for multi-physics simulation and design. Written in C++, it has a flexible object-oriented architecture and Python conversion scripts for integration and extension.


Presents OOFEM (Object-Oriented Finite Element Method), a multi-physics finite element environment, from Czech Technical University. Written in C++, it has an extendible modular class hierarchy, which establishes a basis for integration of new codes through extension.


Presents the Multi-Physics Integration Framework (MuPIF), an open-source object-oriented framework for integrating independently developed multi-physics simulations. Written in Python, it has a flexible class hierarchy plus the scripting capabilities of Python; and uses SWIG/Boost wrappers to incorporate code written in C/C++.


Presents an environment for agent-based multiscale simulations, from University Lille 1. It proposes a formalism, PADAWAN, for agent-based modelling and its integration to the interaction-based (IODA) simulation platform, JEDI.


Presents the Virtual Laboratory Environment (VLE), a framework for multi-modelling and simulation of complex dynamical systems. Written in C++, it adopts on a layered agent-based architecture supporting various formalisms and compatibility of other languages such as Java, Fortran and Python.


Presents ALEGRA, an arbitrary Lagrangian-Eulerian multimaterial, multiphysics coupling framework from Sandia National Laboratories. Written in C++, it relies on object-orientation and templates for flexibility and reuse.


Presents CompoHLA, an implementation of HLA component model for distributed multiscale simulations, from . It applies the distributed federation component model of HLA on Grid, to achieve interoperability and reusability.


Presents LIME(Lightweight Integrating Multiphysics Environment for coupling codes), a small coupling framework for multiphysics simulation, from Sandia National Laboratories. Written in C++, it uses object-oriented mechanisms and XML-based configuration to specify couplings. It also supports bindings from Fortran, and interfaces with simulation tools such as Trilinos.


Presents SIERRA, an object-oriented computational framework for developing complex multiphysics applications, from Sandia National Laboratories. Written in C++, it has an object-oriented layered architecture and relies on object-oriented techniques for extension.

Presents PETSc-FEM, a general purpose multi-physics FEM program for computational fluid dynamics based on PETSc, from CIMEC, Argentina. Written mainly in C++ and Perl, it relies on object-oriented mechanisms and predefined hooks (a concept borrowed from Emacs) to dynamically load extensions at run-time.


Presents PERMIX, an object-oriented framework for multiscale modeling of material failure, from Bauhaus-Universitaet Weimar. Written in Fortran 2003, it uses object-oriented mechanisms for extension and bindings to C/C++ for interfacing with various other tools such as LAMMPS.


Presents the multidisciplinary design and analysis (MDA) environment, which allows the integration of tools for complex engineering tasks, from Northeastern University China. It follows a component-based approach: it wraps legacy applications using surrogate objects in a component model, maintains them in a dynamic registry, and uses data/model mappings and COM/DCOM communication infrastructure for interoperability.


Presents VE-Suite, an open source virtual engineering software toolkit, from Iowa State University. Written in C++, it uses component-based integration via CORBA, and an ontology-based description of the objects for semantical integration.


Presents XpressSpace, a data-centric programming framework for coupling multiphysics simulation codes, from Rutgers University. It extends the PGAS programming framework, with specific features for multiphysics simulations such as distributed and parallel data management and sharing.
Frameworks in Physics and Astronomy


Presents The Integrated Plasma Simulator (IPS), a component-based framework for plasma simulations, within SWIM project. Written in Python, it provides framework services and RPC-based communication of components inside wrappers. It further revolves around a data-centric approach where the plasma state files (in NetCDF format) are shared among many components.


Presents Cactus, an open-source multiphysics framework for astrophysics, from Max Planck Institute for Gravitational Physics. It is written in C and emphasizes its highly modular and extendable component-based architecture to support the integration of legacy codes, in Fortran and C++ as well. It has an advanced declarative specification language (Cactus Configuration Language) for declaring the extension points and properties for compliance and interoperability among other extensions.


Presents Extensible Simulation Package for Research on Soft matter systems (ESPResSo++), is an open-source object-oriented simulation package for the simulation of condensed soft matter systems, from Max Planck Institute for Polymer Research. Its kernel is implemented in C++ and it has a Python interface operating with Boost wrapper; and it aims at high extendibility with scripting and inheritance.


Presents VORPAL, an object-oriented framework for plasma simulation, from University of Colorado. Written in C++, it uses meta-template programming and Python interface for flexibility and extension. It has later been commercialized and renamed as VSim.

Presents HYPERS (HYbrid Particle Event-Resolved Simulator), an event-driven multiscale hybrid simulation framework for plasma, from SciberQuest. It is written in C++/Fortran77, and integrates discrete-event simulation codes in an event handling and scheduling infrastructure.


Presents MUSE (MUlti-physics Software Environment) and its implementation AMUSE, an open-source astrophysics framework for the integration of multiphysics simulations, from Leiden Observatory. It is written in Python and supports the integration of C++ and Fortran legacy code by implementing object-oriented wrapper interfaces around them, and orchestration is handled in the Python code.


Presents a multiscale modeling framework for flow and transport problems that integrates models for physics and chemistry. It uses the component standard CCA for interoperability.


Presents Program for User Package Interfacing and Linking (PUPIL), a multi-scale simulation framework to integrate existing software, from University of Florida. Written in Java, it is an object-oriented system that uses wrappers (notably Java Native Interface for C) around the legacy code and CORBA communication among them. It also stores the simulation directives in an XML file for interoperability among the various modules.

Presents yt, an open source astrophysical analysis and visualization toolkit, developed by a community including University of California. It is written in Python and allows data-oriented interoperability with other simulation tools such as FLASH.


Presents Plasimo, a multiphysics plasma modeling toolkit from Eindhoven University of Technology. It is object-oriented, implemented in C++, and has recently incorporated XML-based technologies to describe data and web services to introduce better interfaces to the toolkit.

**Frameworks in Energy**


Presents OCELOT, a multiphysics toolkit for accelerarator simulations, from European XFEL. It is written in Python and relies on its high-level scripting capabilities for the integration of data and functionality. It potentially proposes interfacing with other models such as Accelerator Markup Language (AML).


Presents the Framework Application for Core-Edge Transport Simulations (FACETS), a project aiming to develop a multiphysics coupling framework for fusion simulations. Written in C++, it uses a component hierarchy with well defined interfaces, wrap legacy code (e.g. using Forthon) and integrate into the framework.

Presents End-to-end Framework for Fusion Integrated Simulation (EFFIS), a multiphysics framework for plasma simulations. It relies on an adaptable I/O system that takes over the individual I/O tasks in the integrated codes into a common XML-based mechanism; thus coupling the codes in a data-centric manner.


Presents the Virtual Test Bed (VTB), a multidisciplinary open framework for the simulation and virtual prototyping of advanced power systems, developed by University of South Carolina. It is written in .NET framework, and allows integration of models and services via XML-based specifications and COM/.NET interfaces. Recent developments include a UNICORE-based distributed version.


Presents FLASH, an open source multiscale multiphysics simulation code originally for the energy domain from University of Chicago. Written in Fortran90, it has an extensible component-based (not exactly as in Component-Based Software Engineering terminology, but rather to mean modules) architecture that allows the integration of legacy code.


Presents Multiphysics Object Oriented Simulation Environment (MOOSE), an open source parallel computational framework for nuclear simulations, from Idaho National Laboratory. It is organized as C++ modules and classes. It has further domain-specific extensions called MARMOT, BISON, PRONGHORN and PyMOOSE.


Presents One Modeling Framework for Integrated Tasks (OMFIT), a framework for data-centric integration of fusion simulations, from Oak Ridge Associated Universities. Written in Fortran, it proposes a central hierarchical data structure keeping track of files, data and script; and
allows shared access by different simulation codes. Workflow is specified with Python scripts.


Presents SHARP (Simulation-based High-efficiency Advanced Reactor Prototyping), a coupled multi-physics code framework for reactor simulation, from Argonne National Laboratory. It has a lightweight modular architecture, supporting non-restrictive data coupling via MOAB interface.

Frameworks in Chemistry and Chemical Engineering


Presents PyADF, a scripting framework to automate workflows in multiscale quantum chemistry, from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. It provides an extendable object-oriented hierarchy and allows writing Python scripts to integrate data and calculations.


Presents a framework that integrates modeling and simulation for multiscale product-process simulation, from Technical University of Denmark. It facilitates a model-based approach with model analysis, generation and translation with CAPE-OPEN-compliant tools ModDev and MoT within ICAS. It further uses COM-based integration of the models with ICAS as simulator and EXCEL as orchestrator.


Presents an integration approach for chemical process engineering using CAPE-OPEN, from CAPEC, Denmark. It demonstrates two case studies, where they integrate modeling and simulation tools first using
a DLL interface for data flow, and secondly using an XML-based communication via COM.


Presents OntoCAPE, a large-scale ontology for chemical process engineering, from RWTH Aachen. It is used as a basis for semantic integration of multiscale chemical process simulations.


Presents Component-Based Hierarchical Explorative Open Process Simulator (CHEOPS), an integration platform for chemical process modelling and simulation, from RWTH Aachen. It relies on a component-based architecture to wrap tools with common interfaces and integrate via CORBA. The wrappers are implemented in various languages including C++ and Python, compliant with CORBA.


Presents the Process Units Modeling Framework, a declarative environment for multiscale chemical process simulations, from Linde Engineering. It provides a declarative language for expressing the simulations in an implementation-independent manner, and maps this into a virtual machine, which binds (via COM, DLLs or static linking) the specifications with various tools. It provides an API for C/C++/Fortran.


Presents MScale, a multiscale coupling extension to the CHARMM macromolecular simulation platform. MScale organizes subsystems for each coupled simulation with implementing several hooks in the system (written in Fortran95) and uses MPI for communication.

Presents an integrated framework for combined thermodynamic and kinetic modeling, from Sun Yat-sen University. It supports C, Fortran, Python, Java and Matlab programs, all through their DLL interfaces, while using thermodynamic databases. It further connects to Comsol through its Java interface.


Presents a generic supporting environment for multiscale model realization and execution, from University of Surrey. It proposes ontology-based (their own ontology integrated with ONTO-CAPE) conceptual modelling at the core of the framework, and use a Simulation Script Generator, to automatically generate executable code from the models. It further facilitates a component-based architecture for the generated codes, with CORBA/IDL standards.


**Frameworks in Material Science**


Presents a service-oriented language-independent platform for multiscale simulations for materials science on the grid and cloud, from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. It follows a model-based approach: metamodeling of the simulation workflow with Eclipse, and an automatic transformation to generate the RESTful Web Services code to be deployed. It further proposes a REST/WSDL-based integration compatible with over 40 language and platform bindings.

Presents a framework for the simulation of multiscale whole-device simulations, from Karlsruhe Institute of Technology. It facilitates the UNICORE grid framework/GridBeans technology as the communication and application wrapper infrastructure, while using data exchange based on Chemical Markup Language.


Presents The Computational Materials Design Facility (CMDF), a framework for multiscale modeling and simulation of materials, from California Institute of Technology. It follows a data-driven approach, where a central Extended OpenBabel (XOB) data format, together with Python scripts, is used to glue simulation codes.


Presents a simulation platform, which provides a common interface to multiphysics models, from Nagoya University. It relies on a self-descriptive common data format (User Definable Format), a graphical handler (GOURMET) with customizable wrappers for different programming languages and simulation engines. The complete platform has later been renamed as Open Computational Tool for Advanced Material Technology [92].


Presents PHYSICA, a multiphysics computational framework for solidification/melting, from University of Greenwich. It is implemented in Fortran77 and relies on a modular architecture and MPI for integration.

Presents OOF2, an object-oriented framework for finite element analysis of microstructures, from National Institute of Standards and Technology. It is written in C++/Python, and is extendable through a combination of C++/Python code and code wrappers for gluing.


Presents AixVipMap® (the Aachen Virtual Platform for Materials Processing), a platform for integrated computational materials engineering, from RWTH Aachen. It follows a data-centric approach where many commercial black-box simulation software are integrated with parsers and converters for I/O compatibility with the standard VTK format.


Frameworks in Environmental Science, Earth and Planetary Sciences


Presents The Operational Multiscale Environment Model with Grid Adaptivity (OMEGA), a framework for multiscale atmospheric simulation and weather prediction, developed by Science Applications International Corporation. It consists of modules of Fortran code.


Presents the Flexible Modeling System (FMS), a framework for atmospheric, oceanic, and climate system modeling, from Princeton University. Written in Fortran, it has a modular set of components with common interfaces and parallel I/O.

Presents a distributed model coupling framework for geophysical models, from Stennis Space Center. Written in C++, it couples models in C++ and Fortran through a CORBA infrastructure.


Presents the Cloud Feedback Model Intercomparison Project (CFMIP) Observation Simulator Package (COSP), an integrated satellite simulator, developed by Met Office Hadley Centre and other parties. It consists of Fortran90 interfaces to various cloud products.


Presents LIQUID, a proprietary framework for integrated hydrological modeling from Hydrowide. It consists of C++ modules and wrappers for other programming languages; while providing templates for the development of new modules.


Presents PALM (later open-source as OpenPALM), a framework for assembling high-performance computing applications in oceanography, from CERFACS. Written in C, it supports the instrumentation of code in C/C++/Fortran, organized in modular components dynamically coupled via MPI.


Presents Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system, an open-source modular system linking meteorology, emissions, air quality and health effects. It uses a data-centric approach with netCDF and its Fortran/C API for data interoperability among various models.

Presents the Community Multiscale Air Quality (CMAQ) modeling system which is an open source framework for conducting air quality model simulations, part of the Community Modeling and Analysis System developed by the U.S. Environment Protection Agency, Atmospheric Science Modeling Division. Written in Fortran90, it consists of scientific libraries and modules.


Presents Complex System Modelling Platform (CSMP++), a freely available (binary-only) object-oriented framework for the simulation of earth systems, from ETH Zurich. Written in C++, it uses design-patterns, templates and polymorphism for extension. It supports MPI.


Presents cpl6, a coupler based which integrates several independent models into a climate system (Community Climate System Model). It is written in Fortran90 and based on Model Coupling Toolkit, extending it with coupling functions and interfaces.


Presents the Distributed Data Broker (DDB), a toolkit for the coupling of distributed multi-application computing systems evolved from a coupled atmosphere-ocean modeling system. It implements a plug-in communication infrastructure with the consumer-producer model, where applications register themselves and connect via the central broker.


Presents DuMux, an open-source simulator for flow and transport processes in porous media, based on the Distributed and Unified Numerics Environment (DUNE), developed mainly by University of Stuttgart. It is written in C++ and extends DUNE’s idea of using generic programming techniques and slim interfaces to integrate legacy code or new applications.

Presents the General Coupling Framework and its prototype implementation Bespoke Framework Generator, a framework for coupled earth system simulations, from University of Manchester. Written in Fortran, it provides a common interface, separate wrapping of Fortran simulations, XML-based metadata and MPI communication for interoperability.


Presents a code coupling framework for solar-terrestrial physics, from Center for Integrated Space Weather Modeling (CISM). It proposes InterComm as the infrastructure for parallel data communication, and Overture for scientific operations (interpolation, etc) for integration.


Presents Open Modelling Interface (OpenMI), a standard for integrating environmental models. It serves as common platform for structure and data exchange interfaces of models in C# or Java as source code or DLLs, achieving interoperability through compliance.


Presents OpenGeoSys (OGS), an open-source framework for numerical simulation of thermo-hydro-mechanical-chemical processes in porous media, from Helmholtz Centre for Environmental Research. Evolved through Fortran, C and C++ implementations, currently it uses an object-oriented architecture for flexibility and extension.

Presents The Land Information System (LIS), a multiscale hydrologic modeling and data assimilation framework, from NASA Goddard Space Flight Center. Together with a toolchain including The Land Data Toolkit and Land Verification Toolkit, it allows the integration of observational data from many sources with modeling, simulation, prediction and optimization components. It relies on user-defined functions and polymorphism for extension and integration.


Presents RAISON (Regional Analysis by Intelligent Systems ON micro-computers), a multimodel simulation framework for watershed management, from Environment Canada. Written in C/C++/Visual Basic, it follows a data-centric approach, integrating GIS and various models in databases in a decision support context.


Presents the Model Coupling Toolkit (MCT), a framework that simplifies the construction of parallel coupled multiphysics models for climate, developed by Argonne National Laboratory. Written in Fortran90, it facilitates object-orientation and maintains a hierarchy of classes.


Presents modular modelling system (MMS), an open-source modular modelling framework for multidisciplinary distributed hydrological models, from US Geological Survey. It promotes highly modular development of models and follows a database-centric integration.


Presents Matlab Reservoir Simulation Toolbox (MRST), an open source framework for rapid prototyping and evaluation of reservoir simulations, from SINTEF Applied Mathematics. It maintains a modular Matlab framework that simplifies the development of new applications.
Presents a multiscale component toolkit (MCTK), a multiscale extension of the Trellis framework for soft tissue simulation, from Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute. Written in C++, it relies on object-oriented mechanisms and MPI-based communication for integration and extension.

Presents the Weather Research and Forecast (WRF), a multiscale modeling system for atmospheric research, from U.S. National Center for Atmospheric Research. It has a layered architecture, using MPI-/OpenMP-based communication and data conversions among models. It facilitates a registry database holding data structures and metadata, from which code is automatically generated to couple models.

Presents Alliances, a software platform for the simulation of nuclear waste storage and disposal repository, from CEA/ANDRA/EDF France. It is written in Python and relies on wrappers for integration of legacy code in other languages such as C and Fortran. It is integrated into the Salome platform.

Presents The Implicit Parallel Accurate Reservoir Simulator (IPARS), a code coupling framework for the simulation of multi-component multiphase flow problems, from The University of Texas at Austin. It is written mainly in Fortran77 and partly in C, and relies on user defined functions and a driver to couple codes.

Presents Gerris, an open-source framework for geophysical fluid dynamics from National Institute of Water and Atmospheric Research New Zealand.
Zealand. It is written in C and relies on an emulated class/inheritance mechanism for modularity and extension.


Presents GIBSI, an integrated multiscale modelling system for watershed management, from INRS-ETE. It follows a data-centric approach, integrating GIS and various models in databases in a decision support context.


Presents OASIS4 (Ocean Atmosphere Sea Ice Soil) coupling software for multiscale earth system modelling, from CERFACS. Written in Fortran90 and C, it has a central driver unit, communicating with other components through a common API via MPI, and using XML-based description/configuration files for coupling. It is compatible with Common Information Model (CIM) metadata for coupling configuration.


Presents GeoFramework, a coupling framework for geophysical solvers, from California Institute of Technology. Written in Python, it extends the Pyre framework; it provides Python bindings for solver code in C/C++/Fortran and coupling via Python.


Presents the Space Weather Modeling Framework (SWMF), a open source common framework for various modeling components for space weather, developed by University of Michigan. It consists of core Fortran90 modules, and Perl scripts, integrated via MPI.

Presents Integrated Modelling Architecture (IMA), a declarative framework and an open-source software toolkit (Integrated Modelling Toolkit) to allow integrated meta-modelling for ecology, from University of Maryland. It relies on a generic XML specification of model components and integration of existing models through this common language. The toolkit is a discontinued alpha implementation in C++.


Presents the Advanced Regional Prediction System (ARPS), an open source multi-scale atmospheric simulation/prediction system developed at the University of Oklahoma. The system is written in Fortran-77/90 and consists of self-contained and extendible modules.

Frameworks in Life and Health Sciences


Presents the EU project @neurIST, which aims to develop a service-oriented infrastructure for multiscale analysis and integration of biomedical data and services. It supports semantic interoperability through a service-oriented architecture, in terms of web service standards and several ontologies.


Presents Proto-Plasm, a framework for multiscale geometric modeling and multiphysics simulation of biosystems. It provides an integrated development environment to model the geometry using the PLASM symbolic language (an extension of FL, embedded in Erlang), integrating with CellML and SBML.

Presents The Virtual Physiological Rat (VPR) Project from National Institute of General Medical Sciences (NIGMS). VPS involves a multi-scale model integration platform, which uses SemGen for the semantic integration of various models (such as CellML, SBML and MML) using ontologies (such as Gene Ontology and BPO) and can automatically generate interoperable SemSim models.


Presents OpenCMISS, an open-source flexible framework for the simulation of coupled multiphysics problems in the VPH/Physiome Project. Written in Fortran95/2003, it has an object-based architecture with support for Fortran/C bindings and SWIG bindings to C++/Python. It relies on data structures compatible with DSLs such as CellML and FieldML for interoperability.


Presents ELECANS (electronic cancer system), an integrated modeling environment for multiscale cancer systems biology, from Korea Advanced Institute of Science and Technology. Written in C#, it has a layered architecture for integrating third-party agent-based simulations through DLL bindings to the environment.


Presents OpenSIM, an open-source platform for multiscale neuromusculoskeletal simulations, from Stanford University. Written in C++/Java, it has a plug-in architecture with object-oriented extensions and DLLs for integration of low-level computational components.

Presents URDME, a flexible software framework for general stochastic reaction-transport modeling and simulation, from University of California and other institutions. It has its core functionality implemented in C; and interfaces with COMSOL Multiphysics, and Matlab for integration and extra features such as postprocessing. It also supports SBML.


Presents a software framework for the integration of multiscale physiological processes, from Case Western Reserve University. It has a layered architecture separates conceptual levels, and uses modeling languages (e.g. MML) and ontologies (e.g. Foundational Model of Anatomy) to provide semantic mappings among components via the link layer.


Presents the Multiscale Modeling Tools for Structural Biology (MMTSB) Tool Set, a set of utilities and libraries for multiscale modeling and simulation of proteins and nucleic acids, developed by Scripps Research Institute. The system is written as Perl modules interfacing with CHARMM and Amber and MONSSTER packages.


Presents CellML, developed by University of Auckland and other institutions, an open standard XML-based markup language to describe multiphysics and multiscale cell model and also discusses various tools including editor, validator, code generator and validators for CellML.


Presents an ontological framework for the integration of biosimulation models, from University of Washington. It aims to develop an Application Model Ontology (AMO), in order to annotate legacy code/models with semantics to identify mappings, merge and eventually generate code.

Presents the Chinese Physiome Project, which aims to develop a multiscale modeling framework for computational physiology. It follows a model-based approach, using an ontology based on the standard controlled vocabulary MeSH, and a multiscale modeling markup language (M3L) capable of expressing model, data and web service deployment information.


Presents a framework for integrating models and tools for multiscale systems biology within The UCL (University College London) Beacon Project. Written in C++, it has a component-based architecture supporting a variety of XML-based specification languages (e.g. Composite Model Description Language), native XML databases, and wrappers for simulation tools such as Mathematica.


Presents the ERATO Systems Biology Workbench (SBW), an open-source software framework for multiscale and multitheoretic simulations in systems biology, from California Institute of Technology. Written in Java, it provides a broker-based communication infrastructure for interoperability through C, C++, Java, Delphi and Python bindings and a common API.

Presents the systems biology markup language (SBML), a free and open interchange format for computer models of biological processes, developed by California Institute of Technology and other institutions. It provides a common language to be used by numerous tools for analysis, utility, etc.


Presents the Virtual Physiological Human (VPH) project and toolkit for the complete multiscale computational modeling of the human body, supported by EU projects and initiatives. It incorporates many standards, ontologies, markup and modeling languages, data conversion utilities and many other tools in an integrated framework for a high level of interoperability. It is a joint effort with the Physiome Initiative.


Presents Compu-Cell (later renamed as CompuCell3D), an open-source multi-model software framework for the morphogenesis simulation. Written in C++, it relies on its object-oriented architecture, design patterns and a XML-based domain-specific language (Biologo, CompuCell3D Markup Language) for extensibility and coupling.


Presents BioSPICE (Biological Simulation Program for Intra-Cellular Evaluation), an open source framework and software toolset for Systems Biology, from The University of Texas-Houston Medical School. Written in Java, it maintains a DashBoard, based on Open Agent Architecture and NetBeans software technologies, to allow data integration of models/simulations. It also supports various technologies such as SBML.

Presents The Multiscale Systems Immunology (MSI), an object-oriented, modular simulation framework for immune system simulations, from Duke University. It has two versions, one written in Python for flexibility and the other in C++ for performance; using wrappers to bridge two. It relies on parametrization, factory design pattern and inheritance to extend the framework.


Presents a framework for semantic integration of multiscale biosimulation models, from University of Washington. It uses a semantic framework (SemSim) and ontologies (e.g. Ontology of Physics for Biology and Foundational Model of Anatomy), to integrate models in various languages such as SBML, CellML and MML. The integration of Matlab and JSim is achieved through automatic code generation from the models; while the reverse direction is also done to lift the code representation to the declarative model as well.


Presents a medical data-based coupling framework for multiscale simulation of biological systems, from Foundation for Research on Information Technologies in Society. It relies on the common data formats such as VTK and XDMF, and Python scripting to orchestrate the integration.


Presents Chaste (Cancer, heart and soft-tissue environment), a open source generic library for computational simulations in biology, developed by University of Oxford. Written in C++, it uses object-oriented inheritance for extension. Furthermore, it has facilities for code generation from CellML models.

Presents SIMO, an open-source framework for forest management planning, from University of Helsinki. Written mainly in Python, it heavily uses XML-based descriptions for internal data structure, data mappings, model, simulation parameters, etc. to aid interoperability.


Presents Morpheus, an environment for the multiscale simulation and integration of cell-based models, from Technische Universität Dresden. It uses domain-specific languages (e.g. SBML) to abstract biological and mathematical models; and allows model-based integration, simulation and visualization.


Presents EPISIM, a platform for semantic integration of SBML and cell behavioural models, from Heidelberg University. It can semantically link SBML-based models with graphical cell process models and generate execution code. For this, it uses techniques from Model-Driven Engineering such as model transformation.


Presents an open platform for multiscale physiological modeling, including insilicoML(ISML) and insilicoIDE(ISIDE), from Osaka University. ISML acts as a common data model and are translated in ISIDE into C++ code to be simulated. The platform further complies with CellML and MathML.

Presents a Systems Approach for PHysiological Integration of Renal, cardiac and respiratory function (SAPHIR) as a multi-scale modelling environment within the Physiome [XX] project. It merits the same methodology of the project for interoperability.
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